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Dart, who’s official name is LND’s Dashing D’Artagnan, was a special dog. I think all dogs are special, but Dart was particularly cool to me. This is his album. 
There are no amount of words or pictures that can fill the hole he left behind. I want to do right by him to attempt to show how amazing he was.

Dart was born on July 4, 2010 which turned out to be a rotten day to have a birthday for him. He hated fireworks, so he spent birthdays dealing with the 
trauma. He died on September 29, 2022 from bad stuff going on inside him.

I got Dart so I had a dog to run agility. I tried training my collie Copper in agility when he was 7 which was too late. I met an amazing friend, Kristi, and 
her dog Hershey during training. I spoke about wanting a sheltie to run agility and one day she sent me a photo of the cutest little blue-merle sheltie that was 
available. I was hooked. I got the little guy and Kristi got his brother Magic.

Dart was successful in agility. He achieved his Novice Versatility Award with the North American Dog Agility Council. Soon after that achievement, Regis 
and I sold our business and moved to Florida. There were few options to do in agility in that area at that time, so his agility career was over. We started traveling 
around the country in an RV and Dart’s travel career began.

Introduction



Puppy
Dart was one of a litter of eight puppies. Kristi and I went to pick up the puppies when they were eight weeks old. I was driving and Kristi put Dart in her lap 
and he promptly threw up on her. Dart came into our life as a happy, spunky little dog. It took him a while to not get sick in the car. Unfortunately for him, 
we later got a motorhome and traveled around the country and he had to adapt in spite of his preference to not be in moving vehicles. 

He showed an inclinitation early to be an agility dog. Not long after we got him, he started jumping off the back of our deck. That is not good for a puppy, 
but he was not hearing it. He quickly  picked up a desire to catch flying disks. This became his obsession right away. It did not take him long to learn to bring 
it back so it could be thrown again.

Dart particularly liked play dates with his brother Magic and they often visited each other and sometimes spent the night. But, Dart’s best friend from the 
beginning was Tekoe, our female collie.  

Dart is this puppy in the middle surrounded by several of his siblings. Water straight from the hose is always the best.
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Nice headrest.

Alert.

Early demonstration he would love agility.

Proof he occassionally rested.
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Pretty face.

Dart was fast.

Dart was a happy puppy.

When Dart got exhausted from playing, he would hang out in the bushes.
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Wet weather did not stop Dart. Dart never cared if he was muddy and/or wet.



Friends
Dart had many friends throughout his life. We had two collies when he arrived. Copper, the male, was not crazy about Dart. Tekoe, the female rescued him 
from Copper when Copper was not tolerating Dart. Tekoe took great care of Dart and he became very fond of her. He harassed her constantly and she never 
nipped at him. She was extremely patient. She died when he was five and he clearly missed her. 

Dart’s brother, Magic, and Magic’s family of dogs visited regularly and Dart loved the play dates. He adored Magic. He also loved my brother’s German 
Shepherds and my sisters dog Kyra. He was interested in animals and never tried to hurt one. After the remnants of hurricane Irene visited us in Maryland, he 
found a cold, wet baby squirrel. He alerted me to the situation and we rescued the animal. I later volunteered with the Ark Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilition 
in St. Augustine, Florida. Dart was tender with all the animals I fostered. But, he did not have patience for squirrels, racoons, and crows. He once confronted 
an opposum and when it stood its ground, he turned around and left. When we moved to Florida, Dart fell hard for my friend’s dog Chaco and always appre-
ciated visits with her. 

Dart harassing his favorite dog, Tekoe. Dart and Tekoe.
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Dart laying on Tekoe with Copper nearby.

Tekoe and Dart..

Dart, Copper, and Tekoe.

Tekoe and Dart. 
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Dart and his brother Magic.

Hershey, Copper, Dart, Tekoe, and Magic.

Dart and Copper.

Dart and Magic. 
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Coco and Dart. Coco was our son’s dog and sometimes traveled with us.

Lucky, Shadow, Dart, and Stryker. The German Shepherds were my brothers dogs.

Coco and Dart in the RV.

Dart and Coco on a hike.
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Dart amd Coco resting in the RV on each other’s beds.

Dart with two rescued great horned owlets.

Dart with a stuffed giraffe.

Dart with Clover, and Raven, recent additions to the family. 
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Raven, Clover, and Dart.



Flying Disk and Ball
Dart was obsessed with playing with a flying disk. He could play forever. We had to stop him or he would play until he died of exhaustion. I would sometimes 
throw the disk 200 times and he still wanted to keep going. Regis taught him to take five. He would say take five and Dart would stand and catch his breath 
before the disk throwing would start up again. While traveling in the RV, he would alert when we started to slow down. He was hopeful we were going to 
stop and all he cared about was playing with his disk. He got very attached to disks and they would deteriorate. He did not want to accept a new disk unless 
forced to do so.

Indoors, he had to settle for playing with a ball instead. There was only one type of ball acceptable to him. He did not want the ball thrown on the floor. 
He wanted it tossed so he could catch it in the air. He never exhausted himself playing ball.

Because Dart was obsessed with playing, he could be hard to live with. He was always alert. I think he slept with one eye open. He was watchful for any 
movement that might indicate were were willing to play with him. 

I believe his extreme agility playing led to his severe arthritis and spondylitus when he aged. All the times I wished he would not be so ready to play, I 
missed when he got older and could not do it any longer. 

Dart leaping high for a disk. Dart running to catch a disk.
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Dart with his ball. He liked this type of ball. After returning from a long trip to Canada, Dart relaxed on the couch with his ball. 



Chickens
At one time, we had chickens and Dart adored them. He was not particularly good at herding them, although he tried. If I left the chickens some freedom out 
of the pen, Dart was useful for getting them back in the coop. It was not that he herded them well, they felt harassed enough that they sought shelter in the 
coop and it all worked out. Dart loved his job and exceled when he had a job.

Regis taught him to hate squirrels and chase them. Regis would let him out the front door and so “get the squirrel”. Dart raced after the squirrel with 
enthusiasm. It did not take long for the squirrel to learn to run part way up a tree while Dart ran past it. Then, it would come down and run in the opposite 
direction. The one time Dart caught up with a squirrel, he did not like what happened, and immediately backed off. Whether it scratched or bit him, I do not 
know. He did not have any wounds when he returned. He recovered from the situation quicklly and was off chasing squirrels again.
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Dart looking in at the baby chicks.



Agility
Dart was amazing at agility and exhibited an inclination for it early on. He was easy to train. I was the one holding us back. He learned it faster than me. It is 
through agility that it became clear to me that dogs listen to your body language more than your words. If I said a command, but my body said something else, 
he did what my body said. He was speedy. He loved tunnels the best. He earned his Tunnelers certificate first and his Novice Versatility Award on November 30, 
2014 with the North American Dog Agility Council. After moving to Florida at the end of 2015, it was not possible to continue the sport.

I particurlarly enjoyed how focused he was when we got in the ring. There are lots of dogs, people, and activity at a dog trial. Once in the ring, he was 
totally focused on his instructions. If I signaled him properly and at the right time, he did his job. He loved tunnels the best. There is one event in agility that 
is a course of only tunnels and the dog has to take the tunnels through the correct entrance and in the correct order. I was better tat that also. I timed his 
commands better. To keep up speed, he needed to know what to do when he came out of the tunnel which meant I had to let him know before he got there. 
This was one of the events that could put us “in the zone” and that is a great feeling.

Dart loved training with border collies. We trained with and stayed together at trials with some border collies. One day, the owner of the border collies 
made Dart an honorary border collie. If he had understood, he would have been thrilled. 

Dart as a puppy running the tunnel, his favorite. Dart running the tunnel as a puppy.
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Dart on the A-frame.

Awards from one weekend of trials.

Awards from one weekend of trials.

Awards from one weekend of trials. 
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Dart loved equipment when campgrounds had it but hated the small size.

Dart on the dog walk at a trial.

Dart executing a jump at a trial.

Dart coming out of a tunnel at a trial. 
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Dart coming out of a tunnel at a trial.

Dart in the weave poles at a trial.

Dart comming out of a tunnel at a trial. 
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Travel
Dart went on five cross-country trips, including one to Canada. Even though he was not fond of moving vehicles, he found his comfort zone. When we had 
a fifth wheel and a truck, Regis removed the back seat to make a flat platform for the dogs. With their beds installed, each dog (Tekoe and Dart) had a com-
fortable spot. By the time we got the Super C Motorhome, Tekoe died. Regis made a platform between the two front seats that provided a flat place for Dart’s 
bed. As soon as I would start packing up while camping, Dart would move into his bed and stay there until after we stopped and set up camp. It made it easier 
on me that he was out of the way until setting up was complete.

Because most of the National Parks do not allow dogs on the trails, we got to explore the National Forests and other areas of the country. We all loved to 
hike and when permitted, we let Dart walk off leash. Since Regis was usually up front and me dragging the rear, Dart had his work cut out for him keeping us 
together. I am certain in his mind, we could not get back by ourselves without him checking with each of us. He preferred to walk in front with Regis but was 
bothered when I got too far behind. He would come and get me. Switchbacks drove him crazy since Regis and I would sometimes be facing different directions. 

He was a cooperative canine model and posed for many pictures. He was a great little traveler. 

Dart at Long Beach in Washington. Dart on the coast of Oregon.
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Dart and Regis on the coast of Oregon.

Dart in the shade while Regis fixes a tire near Yellowstone National Park.

Dart in the drivers seat of the truck.

Dart and Linda along a stream in Idaho. 
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Dart and Regis outside Yellowstone National Park.

Dart resting in the RV.

Dart and Regis waiting for the Jeep to be set up for towing.

Dart and Regis relaxing in the RV. 
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Dart having burrs removed in Texas.

Dart at Cedar Breaks National Monument.

Dart and Regis at White Sands National Monument.

Dart at Great Basin National Park. 
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Dart at Devil’s Canyon in Oregon.

Dart at Ford Worden State Park in Washington.

Dart in Poulsbo, Washington.

Dart at Mt. Rainier National Park. 
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Dart and Regis relaxing in the RV.

Dart at Cedar Breaks National Monument.

Dart at Crater Lake National Park.

Dart at Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument.
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Dart at Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument. 

Dart at Capitol Reef National Park.

Dart at Capitol Reef National Park.

Dart at Arches National Park.
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Dart in Chatanooga, Tennessee.

Dart and Regis in Rhode Island.

Dart in Annapolis, Maryland.

Dart in Acadia National Park.
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Dart and Regis in Acadia National Park.

Dart and Regis on the coast of Maine.

Dart at West Quoddy Head in Maine.

Dart and Regis on the coast of Maine.
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Dart celebrating Canada Day in Kouchibouguac National Park.

Dart at the Gulf of St. Lawrence on Prince Edward Island.

Dart in Shediac, New Brunswick.

Dart and Regis on Cape Breton Island. 
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Dart in Quebec City.

Dart at Badlands National Park.

Dart at Cedar Key in Florida.

Dart at Devil’s Tower National Monument. 
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Dart in Olympic National Forest.

Dart enjoying the snow along the Beartooth Highway in Montana.

Dart at Sauk Mountain in Washington.

Getting stuck in the snow along the Beartooth Highway after letting Dart play.
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Dart in his spot in the RV.

Dart and Regis in Port Townsend, Washington.

Dart in the RV.

Linda and Dart in an unusual cuddle in the RV. 
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Dart and his beach umbrella in Burlington, Washington

Dart and Linda in St. Augustine Beach, Florida.

Dart in Cedar Key in Florida.

Dart in our third and smallest RV. 



Just Dart
Dart was a beautiful blue-merle sheltie. One of his eyes was brown and blue. He was a pretty boy. His beautiful hair would sometimes become a problem 
camping because of burrs, ticks, mud, etc. along our travels. 

Dart was not a cuddler and preferred performing a job. That job could be catching disks, running agility, chasing squirrels, hiking, etc. He always wanted 
to be doing something. I do not think he slept soundly until he was around 10 years-old and then made up for lost time.

Dart was a happy dog. Dart had a brown and blue eye.
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Dart relaxing with the sun shining through the door on him.

Dart watching for raccoons in our Florida backyard.

Dart relaxing.

Linda pulling burrs out of Dart’s fur. 
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Dart laying on the couch.

Dart’s blue and brown eye.

Dart keeping Linda company while she work’s on a book.

Dart’s last picture. 


